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A Paper Towel Moon
Idea: writing
This simple method creates a project with a remarkably realistic lunar surface! Cut a circle from a white paper towel
for each child. Then have a child dampen a paper towel cutout in a bowl of diluted white glue. Next, help her spread
the paper towel on a sheet of black paper. Encourage her to press her fingers in light gray paint and then “dance”
them across the cutout to make crater-like prints. Finally, have the child tell what she knows about the moon. Use a
white crayon or gel pen to write her words below the moon.
Fun Variations!
Cut the paper towels so they resemble different moon phases.
Add yellow paint to the diluted glue so the moon resembles cheese.
Glue a die-cut cow above the moon.
Layer torn paper towel or small paper towel circles on the wet project for more texture.
Paula Bateman
Hunter’s Glen Childhood Learning Center
Plano, TX

Collect The Rocks
Center: developing fine-motor skills, engaging in imaginary play
Spray-paint medium-size rocks silver. Then place the resulting “space rocks” in your sand table along with glow-inthe-dark stars or craft foam star cutouts. Provide clipboards with paper, writing utensils, magnifying glasses, tongs,
and a bucket. Have your little space travelers use the magnifying glasses to observe the rocks, “write” notes on the
paper, and then use the tongs to place the rocks in the bucket.
Sarah Helms
Newhope Preschool
Mansfield, OH

The Sky at Night
Idea: participating in a song
Lead little ones in singing this jolly song about the night sky! If desired, have students make special “space shakers”
to use for accompaniment. Give each child a small empty water bottle. Have him add colorful aquarium gravel
(space pebbles) to the bottle and glitter (space dust). Secure the lid with tape. Then have little ones shake their
space shakers as they sing the song!
(sung to the tune of “Up on the Housetop”)
At night, I look up in the sky—
So many things catch my eye.
I see the moon, and I see stars
And planets like Jupiter and Mars.
Look, look, look—what a sight!
Look, look, look—stars so bright!
At night, I look up in the sky—
So many things catch my eye!
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ
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Astronauts on the Moon!
Math Idea: developing presubtraction skills
Cut out copies of the astronaut suit patterns. Then cut out student head shot photos and glue each one to a different
suit cutout. (Or have youngsters draw faces on the cutouts.) Transform each cutout into a stick puppet. Place gray
play dough on a tabletop in a mound (the moon’s surface). Then tell two youngsters a story about astronauts and
have them use the puppets to show the events. For example, say, “Five astronauts are walking on the moon.” (A
child chooses five of the stick puppets and pushes them into the moon’s surface.) Then say, “One astronaut is tired
and decides to go back to the ship.” (A child removes one astronaut.) Then have youngsters count the remaining
astronauts to determine how many astronauts are still on the moon.
For extra fun, make a simple alien stick puppet. Every few turns, bring out the alien and say, “Oh no! It’s an alien!
Everyone go back to the ship!” Have youngsters remove all the astronauts from the moon and then help them
realize that there are zero astronauts left!

Astronaut Suit Patterns
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Sheep Blast Off!
Reading Idea; rhyming
Attach star stickers to a large piece of black paper (outer space) and gather white pom-poms (sheep). Read aloud
Sheep Blast Off! by Nancy Shaw. In this rhyming story, the sheep from the series that includes Sheep in a Jeep
board a spaceship that lands in their field. Fortunately, an alien is still aboard, because the sheep have a difficult
time controlling the ship. The alien puts the sheep to sleep and then takes them safely back to the field. After the
story, place the black paper on the floor. Say the word sheep and a second word that may or may not rhyme. If it
rhymes, have a child choose a sheep (pom-pom) and place it in outer space. Continue with other rhyming and
nonrhyming word pairs.

Making Craters!
Science Center: exploring the sense of touch
Provide play dough and a variety of items that make circular impressions, such as cardboard tubes and plastic lids
and containers. Have a child pat out a chunk of play dough (or provide a rolling pin for her to roll the dough). Then
have her press the items in the dough to make a variety of craters. Prompt her to run her hand over the dough to
feel the impressions. Then have her roll the dough again and repeat the activity.

Stars and Planets!
Art Center: expressing oneself through art
Have a child dab a clean toothbrush in white paint and then help her run her thumb over the bristles to spatter the
paint on a sheet of black paper. After a desired effect is achieved, have students make colorful cork prints (planets)
on the page. To complete this outer space process art, encourage the youngster to sprinkle glitter on the planets.
Tip: For extra lovely art, have a child attach star stickers when the paint is dry!
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Pilgrim Pretend!

Help little ones understand who the Pilgrims were
and what their journey was like with this simple wholegroup experience!

ideas contributed by Cindy Hoying, Centerville, OH, and
Karen Redmond, M. Scott Carpenter Elementary, Old Bridge, NJ

First,
make a pretend ship mast and sail by attaching a large
square piece of white paper to a gift wrap tube. Mark
an area on the floor with tape so it represents the
Mayflower (or use chairs to create the border).
Explain to little ones that the Pilgrims were people
who traveled to America on a ship called the
Mayflower a long, long time ago—so long ago
there weren’t any airplanes, cars, electric
lights, or toilets!

Next,
have students sit on the pretend ship and have a
volunteer hold the mast. Explain that there were
many Pilgrims crowded onto the ship. Encourage
the youngsters to squish together. Ask, “Do you
think their journey was comfortable?” Further
explain that the Pilgrims had no way to take baths
or showers. Emphasize that the crossing was very
uncomfortable and probably a bit smelly!

Then
explain that ships sway in the water. Have little
ones sway gently from side to side in unison
as you count to ten. The Mayflower journeyed
through many storms and, during a storm, the
boat swayed very hard from side to side. Have
students pretend they are in a storm as they
sway while you count to ten again. Say, “The
storms were scary, and the swaying sometimes
made people sick!”

Finally,
have little ones “get off” the ship and pretend to be
overjoyed that they have arrived. Encourage them to
pretend to hammer and build houses. During center
time, allow youngsters to pretend play on the ship. Also
have youngsters each complete a copy of the ship page in
small groups.
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Note to the teacher: Give each child a copy of this page and have her color the ship. Have her decide whether it’s a sunny day or a stormy
day, and have her color the sky accordingly. Next, encourage her to glue blue tissue paper pieces below the ship to make the ocean.

Pumpkin vs. Apple
Science Idea: making comparisons
Materials:
small pumpkin
apple
knife (for teacher use only)
canned pumpkin pie mix (optional)
applesauce (optional)
small disposable plates and spoons (optional)
STEP 1
Gather youngsters and present the pumpkin and the apple. Ask, “What are these, and what do we use them for?”
Encourage students to name the foods and discuss ways we use them. For example, we make applesauce,
pumpkin pie, and jack-o’-lanterns.
STEP 2
Prompt students to compare the outsides of the foods, noticing the differences in color, texture, and weight.
STEP 3
Ask youngsters if they think the inside of the apple and the pumpkin will look the same or different. After a brief
discussion, cut open the pumpkin and the apple. Help little ones understand that one is solid and one is mostly
hollow. Then have students describe the textures of the two items. Encourage them to use words like stringy, slimy,
wet, and mushy.
STEP 4
If desired, give each child a taste of applesauce and pumpkin pie mix. Then encourage her to name her favorite.
What Next?
Place the cut pumpkin and apple on a tray at a center along with plastic knives and magnifying glasses. Encourage
youngsters to use the items to explore the foods.
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Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf
Ideas: prior knowledge, expressing oneself through art
Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf
by Lois Ehlert
A child tells the story of her sugar maple tree, from its beginning as a whirling seed to its transition to a tree by her
home.
Before You Read
Tell students you are going to read a story about a maple seed that grows into a tree. Explain that many seeds are
small and round. Prompt each student to curl up into a ball just like a little seed. But maple seeds are very long and,
when they fall from a tree, they whirl and twirl through the air. Have students whirl and twirl as if they were maple
seeds. Then have them sit down and listen to the story.
After You Read
Draw a simple tree, minus foliage, on a length of bulletin board paper. Then attach the paper to a wall. Place red and
yellow construction paper scraps and glue nearby. A child tears a piece of paper and then glues it to the tree.
Youngsters continue until this sugar maple is covered with red and yellow??foliage!
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Pumpkin Pumpkin
Ideas for Pumpkin Pumpkin: making predictions, sequencing
Pumpkin Pumpkin
by Jeanne Titherington
Jamie plants a pumpkin seed. He watches his seed grow all summer long until he finally has a huge pumpkin. Then
he turns it into a jack-o’-lantern and saves seeds for the next season.
Before You Read
Show students a pumpkin seed and ask them what they think the seed grows into. After several guesses, reveal that
the seed grows into a pumpkin! Then explain that the book you’re about to read is about a little boy who plants a
pumpkin seed.
After You Read
Give each child a 6" x 18" strip of construction paper folded into fourths and a copy of the sequencing cards. Have
each child color and cut out the cards. Then have her put them in order on the strip to tell the story of Jamie’s
pumpkin. After approving the order, have the child glue the cards in place.
Tip: Print the full size cards for whole- or small-group sequencing activities.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY
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Sequencing Cards
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Popcorn Ball
Fine Motor Center: tearing
Set out yellow paper plates and yellow tissue paper. A child tears pieces from the tissue paper. Then she crumples
each piece and glues it to the plate. The finished result looks like a buttery popcorn ball!
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Shake and Roll
Gross Motor Idea: rolling a ball
Get a maraca and a ball. Invite youngsters to sit in a circle. Then roll the ball to a child. Have the child roll the ball to
a classmate. Encourage students to continue the game until you shake the??maraca, prompting them to freeze.
Play another round of the game, inviting a child to??shake the maraca!
Deborah J. Ryan
Newberg, OR

Colorful Towers
Fine Motor Center: eye-hand coordination
Push uncooked spaghetti noodles into a chunk of clay and place a bowl of colorful ringed cereal nearby. A child
slides the cereal pieces onto the noodles as desired. To incorporate math skills, encourage youngsters to sort the
cereal by color onto separate noodles or make a different pattern on each noodle.
Robin Saxe
Kiddie Campus
Utica, NY

Pepperoni Pizza, Please
Idea: gross-motor movement, number recognition
Decorate a supersize circle cutout so it resembles a cheese pizza. Label a class supply of jumbo red paper circles
(pepperoni slices) with a few different numbers. Place the pizza in a large open area and scatter the pepperoni
slices around the room. Invite youngsters to move around the room as you lead them in singing the song shown. At
the end of the song, each child hops onto a pepperoni slice. Announce a number. All youngsters standing on
pepperoni slices with that number place their slices on the pizza and then sit down. Continue until all the slices are
on the pizza. Then scatter the??pepperoni slices around the room again and play another round!
(sung to the tune of “Pop! Goes the Weasel”)
All around the pizza shop,
The children move so quietly.
They tiptoe all around the room
And hop on pepperoni.
Jan Volpe
Little Friends of Grace
Westminster, MD

Kitty Prints
Fine Motor Center: making prints
Cover a table with a length of orange bulletin board paper. Set a washable black ink pad nearby. To make a cat’s
pawprint, a child presses her thumb on the ink pad and then makes a print on the paper. Next, she uses her pinkie
finger to make four prints around the top of the thumbprint. She continues making pawprints as time allows.
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

A Bed for Winter
Idea: gross-motor movement, counting
After teaching students about animals that hibernate when the weather turns cold, set up a small pop-up tent or
large cardboard box (cave). Scatter artificial leaves across the room from the cave. Then provide a large foam die
near the cave. Have a child roll the die, count the dots, and run to the leaves and count that amount. Then have her
run back to the cave and toss the leaves inside. Continue with other children until there is a nice cozy bed in the
cave.
Karen Smith
Little Tid-Bits
Fresno, CA

Fall Is a Hoot!
Fine-Motor Worksheet: coloring, tearing
Give each child a copy of this page, fall-colored paper scraps, crayons, and glue. Have him color the picture. Then
direct him to tear the paper scraps and glue the pieces to the page so they resemble leaves.

Fall Is a Hoot!
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Note to the teacher: Give each child a copy of this page, fall-colored paper scraps, crayons, and glue. Have him color the picture. Then
direct him to tear the paper scraps and glue the pieces to the page so they resemble leaves.

That's My Leaf!
Idea: investigating living things, writing
Combine science skills and writing skills with this leaf recording sheet! Make a class supply of the recording sheet.
Gather a variety of fall leaves and place them in a container. Then have a child choose a leaf. With help, the
youngster glues his leaf to the paper, circles the word to identify its size, colors the boxes to identify the different
colors on the leaf, and then dictates information (or uses invented writing) to complete the sentence starter at the
bottom.
Rebecca Bernard
Children’s Creative Learning Center of Framingham
Framingham, MA

All About My Leaf
This is my leaf.

The size of my leaf is

large
medium
small

The color of my leaf is
red

yellow

orange

brown

green

purple

I like my leaf because
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Dear Pumpkin
Writing Idea: communicating through writing
Read a variety of pumpkin-themed stories. (One of our favorites, Pumpkin, Pumpkin by Jeanne Titherington, is
featured in Storytime.) Next, hollow out a pumpkin, draw a face on it, and place it near your writing center. Provide a
variety of paper and drawing utensils. Then encourage students to “write” letters and questions to the pumpkin or
draw pictures for the pumpkin. When a youngster is finished with his work, have him place it in the pumpkin!

Expand It!
Writing Idea: developing details in writing
An inspirational seasonal picture is the key to this activity! Get an old calendar and remove the picture used for the
month of October. Have a youngster join you and ask him to tell you what he sees in the picture. You might get a
response like “I see a tree” or “I see leaves.” Write his words on a sheet of paper. Then ask a question about the
picture, such as “What colors are the leaves?” Edit the sentence to reflect his response and read it aloud. Continue
with several other questions until a well-developed sentence is formed. Then post youngsters’ writing around the
original picture! Consider completing this activity each month with the appropriate calendar picture.
Carolynn Sidlauskas
Covert Elementary
Covert, MI

Write on It!
Center: developing fine-motor skills
Provide a pumpkin, washable markers, and damp rags. A youngster uses markers to write on the pumpkin. Then he
removes the writing with a damp rag and begins again. If desired, provide a few letter or word cards for youngsters
to use as a guide.

Art Journaling
Idea: writing, dictation, expressing oneself through art
Combine writing with this lovely leaf-themed art! First, have a child brush colorful paint on a leaf and then press the
leaf on a sheet of paper. Have her do this a few more times. If desired, have her press rubber stamps in ink and then
make prints on the page. After the project is dry, ask her to use a marker to write about how fall makes her feel. Or,
if desired, have her dictate her thoughts.

Bonus Fall Miniposter
Fall Miniposter: participating in a conversation
What are these mice talking about? Print this mini poster and use it as a conversation starter!
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Six Little Monsters
Halloween Song: counting, gross-motor skills
Have little ones recite this adorable action rhyme. Follow up the rhyme with some monster counting practice! Have
little ones stomp six times, peekaboo six times, and stir pretend monster stew six times. What fun!
One little monster stomps around. Stomp.
Two little monsters don’t make a sound. Whisper.
Three little monsters playing peekaboo. Play peekaboo with hands over eyes.
Four little monsters make monster stew! Pretend to stir stew.
Five little monsters just have some fun. Dance in place.
Six little monsters—and now we’re done! Clap to the beat on the final four words.
Tip: Want to make cute monster props to use with the song? Print the provided monster patterns.
adapted from an idea by Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY
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Six Little Monsters
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Dance in place.
Clap to the beat on the final four words.
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Falling Foliage
Literacy Idea: rhyming
Gather scrap construction paper in fall colors. To begin, call on a child and name a word. If the word rhymes with
fall, have the child choose a piece of paper and tear a small piece from it. Continue until each child has torn a piece
of paper. Then have everyone toss their papers into the air and watch them fall. They look just like falling leaves!
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Crows in the Cornfield
Fall Game: developing gross-motor skills, playing a group game
In a large open space, divide your class into two separate groups—crows and scarecrows. Have the scarecrows
stand in random locations with their arms outstretched. Tell the scarecrows that they can move their arms but they
can’t move their legs. Gather the crows on one side of the room. On your signal, encourage the crows to “fly”
through the field of scarecrows, weaving and moving so they don’t get touched. When the crows make it to the other
side of the room, have students switch roles.
Keely Saunders
Bonney Lake Early Childhood Edu-ca-tion Assistance Program
Bonney Lake, WA

Turkey Trot
Thanksgiving Idea: reinforcing number names
Help youngsters name some turkey-related actions, such as gobbling, pecking, flapping, and scratching. Next, hold
up a number card. Help a child identify the number. Then name an action and encourage youngsters to repeat the
action the corresponding number of times. Gobble, gobble, gobble!
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Sheep Asleep
Math Idea: developing presubtraction skills
Choose five youngsters (sheep) and have them lie down and pretend to sleep. Lead the remaining students in
singing the song shown, prompting one of the sheep to wake up and wander back to sit with his classmates.
Encourage students in counting the remaining sheep. Then sing the song again, reducing the number by one.
Continue until there is one sheep left. Then sing a final verse, altering the words as needed.
(sung to the tune of “Five Little Speckled Frogs”)

[Five] little fluffy sheep
Lie down to go to sleep.
They dream of happy fluffy things—baa, baa!
One sheep wakes up and then
Wanders out of the pen.
Now there are just [four] fluffy sheep—baa, baa!
Tip: Add to the fun with adorable headbands! To make one, decorate a black head cutout with eye and nostril
details. Then attach the head to a paper headband along with ear cutouts. Glue on cotton balls as shown.
Joan Schmittel
Warrenton, Missouri

Sheep Asleep
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Found on the Farm?
Idea: investigating living things, sorting
Youngsters investigate types of animals with this sorting activity. Print the picture cards and cut them apart. Then
place the cards facedown on the floor and gather students around them. Have a child flip a card. Help her identify
the animal. Then lead students in reciting the chant shown. Have little ones decide whether the animal belongs on
the farm or not. Then set the card aside. Repeat the activity with each remaining card, prompting youngsters to sort
the cards into two piles as they go.
E, I, E, I, E, I, O!
Should it stay, or should it go?
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Where is Goose?
Literature Idea: responding to a story through art
Read aloud Barnyard Banter by Denise Fleming. In this story, noisy farm animals are all doing what they should be
doing, but where is Goose? Goose flits through each spread chasing a butterfly. After the read-aloud, have students
complete this adorable art project that answers the question “Where is Goose?” Cut out a copy of a goose pattern
for each child. Tape each goose to a sheet of fingerpaint (or construction) paper. Have a child fingerpaint the page,
painting over the goose. Then have the child say, “Where is Goose?” and remove the cutout to reveal the white
goose shape underneath!
Lois Wachtel
Boca Raton, FL
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Pig Tails
Ideas: snack, counting, arts and crafts
What can you do with rotini noodles? Try these two neat options!
Cook the noodles in water tinted with red food coloring. The noodles will turn pink and look like little pig tails! Serve
them with a little butter and garlic salt. Snack
Place uncooked noodles in a resealable plastic bag along with a little rubbing alcohol and red (or pink) food coloring.
Seal the bag and shake it. Then dry the dyed pasta on a paper towel. Use these little pig tails as counting
manipulatives and for collage art projects. Counting, arts and crafts
Hayley Hanson
Little Acorns Child Care
Long Lake, MN

Who's in the Barn?
Writing idea: dictating information to be written down
Who’s in the barn? Youngsters decide with this project! Have each child color four jumbo craft sticks with a red
crayon. Then help her glue them to a sheet of paper so they resemble a barn. Next, encourage her to draw farmrelated pictures—such as farm animals, a tractor, and a farmer—in the barn. Prompt the child to talk about her
picture. Then write her words below the drawing.

Moo! Thank You!
Farm Song
Lead youngsters in singing this adorable farm song filled with very polite animals! If desired, get a cutout for each
animal and display it when little ones sing the corresponding verse! If desired, print out the student sheet to use with
the song. Have each child point to each animal as you lead them in singing the corresponding verse. Then have
them color a copy of the page.
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
A farmer feeds the [cows],
And they say, “[Moo]! Thank you!”
There are so many chores to do.
Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Continue with the following:
pigs; Oink
sheep; Baa
geese; Honk
horses; Neigh
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH
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Cow Spots
Math Idea: one-to-one correspondence, making a set
Give a child a copy of the provided page and access to a black ink pad (or a shallow pan of black paint). Write a
number in the space on the sheet. Then help her identify the number. Encourage her to make a corresponding set of
fingerprints (spots) on the cow, making sure she says the number each time she presses her finger onto the page.
When she’s finished, help her recount the spots.
adapted from an idea by Jean Ladden
Warminster, PA
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Sing While You Wait
Bathroom Transition Tip
To make bathroom transition times go more smoothly, I attach a plastic sleeve to the wall next to our bathrooms. I
stock it with songs, fingerplays, and simple movement activities to do with youngsters while they wait their turns. I
make sure to change out the activities each month to keep interest high!
Angela Lenker
Montgomery Early Learning Centers
Pottstown, PA

Stop and Go!
Bathroom Tip
I have a laminated two-sided sign on the single bathroom in my classroom. One side is a red “stop” sign and the
other side is a green “go” sign. Before a child goes into the bathroom, she knows to flip the sign to show “Stop.”
Then, when she leaves, she flips the sign back to “Go.” My kids always know when the bathroom is available!
Darlene Taig
Willow Creek Cooperative Preschool
Westland, MI

STOP
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Time to Memorize
Bathroom time Tip
While youngsters are waiting to use the restroom, I teach my students Bible verses. (Other options could include
learning a favorite poem or an unfamiliar nursery rhyme.) We begin slowly and add more words each day.
Youngsters’ parents are always impressed with their memorization!
Mary Ann Craven
Fallbrook United Methodist Christian School
Fallbrook, CA

Bathroom Sign
Bathroom Tip
I always let my little ones go to the restroom when they ask, but I found that I had a tough time telling when they had
their hands up for a question and when they needed to use the restroom. So I taught my youngsters how to make
the American Sign Language sign for the letter R. Now, if a child needs to use the restroom, he holds up his hand
forming an R. I can just nod my head without interrupting the activity.
Elizabeth Egesdahl
Frangus Elementary
Orlando, FL

Stained Glass Leaf
Leaf Craft
To make one of these fabulous leaf projects, print the leaf pattern on colorful card stock and cut it out. Save the leaf
cutout for another project. Then attach a piece of clear Con-Tact paper to one side of the card stock. Press colorful
leaves onto the Con-Tact paper and then place a second piece over the leaves. These projects look great displayed
in a window!
Angela Stup
Four Seasons Learning Center
Hampstead, MD
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A Keepsake Tree
Fall Gift Craft
Crumple colorful tissue paper squares and glue them to a twig. Press air-drying clay into a small clay or plastic pot.
Then push the twig into the clay. To complete the project, attach a copy of the poem to the pot. What a lovely fall gift!
Adrieana Olabi
Salam Nursery
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

A Keepsake Tree

A Keepsake Tree

This keepsake tree
Will remind you of fall
And of me as well
When I’m no longer small!

This keepsake tree
Will remind you of fall
And of me as well
When I’m no longer small!
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Circle Bat
Bat Craft
This cute little bat is made from three circles! To make one, paint two paper plates black. Cut one plate in half and
then glue the halves to the whole plate to make wings. Next, use a white crayon or gel pen to draw eyes and a
mouth with fangs on a black construction paper circle (head). Attach black construction paper triangles (ears) to the
top of the head. Then glue the head to the project. If desired, attach black paper strip legs and feet as well.
Mary Robles
Portland, OR

Handy Corn
Candy Corn Craft
Before making this project, study a piece of candy corn and note that it has yellow, orange, and white stripes. Next,
paint a hand with yellow, orange, and white stripes so it resembles a piece of candy corn. Press it on a sheet of
paper. Then wash your hand and repeat the process with the second hand.
Rose M. Russell
The Bluffs School
Jupiter, FL

Guess The Print
Fall Process Art Activity
Gather fall items that have a variety of textures, such as hay, gourds, leaves, corn, and pinecones. Take a photo of
each object. Prepare several shallow containers of paint. Have each child choose an object, dip it in the paint, and
then press, drag, and tap it on a sheet of paper. (Hint: jot down the name of the item chosen on the backside of each
project.) When the projects are dry, attach a printout of the corresponding photo to the back of each paper. Then
bind the papers together to make a book! Students guess the fall object used to make the print. Then they check
their answer by flipping the page and looking at the photo.
Danielle Lockwood
Colchester, CT

Musical Chairs Painting
Cooperative Art Activity
This unique and fun project will be a hit with your little ones! Place a few sheets of paper at a table and provide a
variety of paints and painting tools. Have each child write his name on his paper; this will be the paper he takes
home. Play music and have little ones walk around the table. Stop the music and then prompt each child to stand in
front of a sheet. Have him use one of the utensils to add to a friend’s painting. After a few moments, start the music
again. Continue for several rounds until each child has a masterpiece to take home!
Kristen Peterson
Butterfly Hill Nature Preschool
Alexandria, MN

Spooky Swirls!
Center: developing fine-motor skills
Little ones work their fine-motor skills to create these fabulous projects in Halloween colors! Provide paper strips,
markers, and a shallow container of glue. A child takes a strip and wraps it around a marker, with help as needed.
She holds it in place for several seconds (about the time it takes to sing “The Farmer in the Dell.”) Then she releases
the strip. She dips the edge of the strip into the glue and then glues it on a black sheet of paper. She continues with
other curled strips to make this swirly project!

Follow the Vine
Fall Game: counting
This game can be used in conjunction with a The Biggest Pumpkin Ever by Steven Kroll or as a fall or Halloween
activity! If desired, read the book aloud and then get two gray pom-poms (mice) to use as game markers that
represent the main characters in the story. (To use the game without the book, simply choose plastic spiders or
another manipulative.) Print the gameboard pieces, cut them out, and then tape them together. Invite two youngsters
to join you at the gameboard and have each child place his mouse at the beginning of the vine. Have each child roll
the die, in turn, and count the dots. Then help him move his mouse a corresponding number of leaves toward the
pumpkin. Youngsters play until both their mice have made it to the pumpkin.
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“Tear-able” Monsters!
Halloween Center: expressing oneself through art
Provide sheets of construction paper and construction paper scraps. A child tears the scraps and glues them to a
sheet of paper to make a monster. Then he uses markers and crayons to add details to his monster. These
monsters look adorable displayed with the title “‘Tear-able’ Monsters!”
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

"P" is for Pumpkin
Literacy Center: letter fomation, letter-sound association
Cut a green pumpkin stem from construction paper or craft foam and attach it to a round cake pan. Pour white glue
into the cake pan and then tint it orange with orange food coloring. Place the pan at a center along with an
unsharpened pencil and a letter P card. A child uses the end of the pencil to write a P in the glue, using the card as
a reference if needed. Then she says “/p/, /p/, /p/.” Once the glue oozes back into place, have her write another P. If
desired, also encourage her to “draw” a jack-o’-lantern face in the glue!
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

The Happy Halloween Cafe
Halloween Center: role-playing
Gather Halloween-themed plates, napkins, and cups and place them in your dramatic-play area. Decorate the area
with smiling jack-o’-lanterns and other symbols of Halloween. If desired, make a menu with some not-so-spooky
food options and incorporate play dough into the center for youngsters to make “tasty” Halloween “food.” Little ones
will love “cooking” and serving in this center!
Ruth Zabelin
Kleberg Elementary
Kingsville, TX

Going Batty!
Worksheet: developing fine-motor skills
Give a child a copy of the provided page. Have her trace the stalactites and stalagmites. Then have her color them
as desired. Next, have her make black fingerprints on the paper. Use a fine-tip marker to draw bat wings and eyes
on each print.
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Note to the teacher: Give a child a copy of this page. Have her trace the stalactites and stalagmites. Then have her color them as
desired. Next, have her make black fingerprints on the paper. Use a fine-tip marker to draw bat wings and eyes on each print.

Our Little Pumpkin
Fall Display
Take a photo of each child sitting cross-legged. Then print a copy of each photo. Copy the pumpkin pattern onto a
sheet of tagboard . Cut the pumpkins out and have each child brush diluted glue onto a pumpkin. Then have her
press orange tissue paper squares on the glue. When the project is dry, trim away any tissue paper hanging off the
edges. If the tagboard has curled, press it beneath a stack of heavy books. Finally, display the pumpkins and
trimmed photos on a board decorated as shown.
Sharon Berkley
Son Shine Christian Preschool
Pasadena, TX
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Turkey and all the Snippings!
Thanksgiving Display
Gather paper scraps in fall colors and place them in a tub along with pairs of scissors. Encourage students to snip
the papers into little pieces in the tub. Next, have each child color a copy of the turkey pattern. Then encourage her
to spread glue over the turkey’s feathers. Prompt her to sprinkle the paper snips over the glue. Then display these
fun and simple projects.
Jacqueline K. Darienzzo
Uxbridge Early Learning Center
Uxbridge, MA

Turkey Pattern
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Sort the Feast!
Thanksgiving Idea: sorting, patterning
Little ones need to sort out this mixed-up Thanksgiving feast! Gather cotton balls (mashed potatoes), small yellow
pom-poms (corn), and orange craft foam triangles (pumpkin pie slices) and place them in a tub. Have little ones help
you sort the potatoes, corn, and pie slices into three piles. Then use the manipulatives to begin a pattern. Have
youngsters continue the pattern and then read it aloud. Pie, corn, pie, corn!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Cranberry Shake
Thanksgiving Idea: counting, identifying colors
Get a bag of fresh cranberries and tape a sheet of paper to the bottom of a lidded plastic container. Have a child
count out 15 cranberries and then place them in the container. (Depending on the child’s counting skills, you may
wish to use a smaller number.) Also help the youngster add several dollops of colorful paint, identifying each color
as she does so. Help her attach the lid. Then prompt her to shake the container vigorously. After several moments,
encourage her to open the container. Then help her remove the cranberries to reveal her artwork!
Tip: Print the provided assessment sheet and use this activity to quickly assess students' counting and color
recognition skills.
Sara Barbour
Apple Tree Christian Learning Center
Rockford, MI

Activity: Cranberry Shake
Name _____________________________________________________
Date ______________________________________________________

Counting to ________
Developing

Proficient

Comments: ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Identifying colors:
Developing

Proficient

Comments: ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Following directions:
Comments: ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
®
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Feathers, Feathers, Everywhere!
Thanksgiving Idea: sorting by different attributes
Gather craft feathers in a variety of colors and sizes and place them on a blanket. Have each youngster hold on to
the edge of the blanket. Then have little ones lift the blanket in the air and say, “Turkey feathers!” as the feathers fly
around. Have students retrieve the feathers. Finally, help them sort the feathers by color and then by size.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Pilgrims on the Ship
Thanksgiving Idea: identifying numbers, counting
Gather a small group of little ones and give each child a copy of the provided page and a small cup of raisins (or
cereal). Tell students that they’re going to pretend the raisins are Pilgrims. Then have each child place the
appropriate amount of Pilgrims on each Mayflower. Check youngsters’ work. Then, if desired, allow little ones to
have a raisin snack.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

2

3

4

5
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Gobble, Gobble!
Thanksgiving Idea: comparing numbers, understanding the concept of zero
Cover the six-dot sides of a pair of dice with masking tape. These sides will now represent zero. Fold a yellow strip
of tagboard in half so it resembles a turkey beak. Gather two youngsters and give one child the beak. Have the
remaining child roll the dice. Then encourage the first child to identify the number of dots on each die and snap his
turkey beak above the die that shows the most dots. Have students switch roles for the next round.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Turkey Dinner
Thanksgiving Booklet: fine-motor skills, counting
Make a copy of the pages for each child. Help her follow the directions for the cover and each booklet page. then
help her cut out the pages, stack them in order behind the cover, and staple the project to make a booklet.

Turkey Booklet

Make a copy of these pages for each child. Help her follow the directions for the cover and each booklet page.
Then help her cut out the pages, stack them in order behind the cover, and staple the project to make a booklet.
Cover and booklet page 1: Color the cover and page. Then tear five small scraps of black paper (seeds) and
glue them to the page.

Turkey
Dinner
by ________________________________________________
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I see five black seeds.

1

Booklet pages 2 and 3: Color the pages. Then dip a finger in red paint and make four red fingerprints (berries).
Dip a cork in brown paint and make three prints (acorns). Use a brown fine-tip marker to add acorn cap details
to each acorn.

I see four red berries.

2

I see three brown acorns.

3
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Booklet pages 4 and 5: Color the pages, leaving the corncobs uncolored. Dip a finger in yellow paint and make
prints (kernels) on the corncobs.

I see two yellow corncobs.

4

I see one full turkey!

5
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Name Sanding
Writing Center: forming one's own name, developing fine-motor skills
This center increases arm strength and name-writing skills! Use a pencil to lightly write each child’s name on an
inexpensive scrap of plywood. Then give a child his plywood and a sanding sponge. Help him identify the letters in
his name. Then encourage him to use the sanding sponge to sand his name off the board!
Kathy Montilluer
Joli Ann Leichtag Elementary
San Marcos, CA

Tracks and Feathers
Thanksgiving Center: expressing oneself through art
Trim a sponge to resemble a turkey footprint. Then place it at a center along with a shallow pan of paint, craft
feathers, and colorful construction paper. A child presses the sponge in the paint and then onto his paper several
times, adding more paint when needed. Then he glues feathers around the footprints.
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Counting Cranberries
Thanksgiving Center: counting, making sets
Label foam plates with different numbers and then float them in your water table. Empty a bag of cranberries in the
water. (They float as well!) Then post an adult helper at the center. A child points to a plate and identifies the
number, with help as needed. Next, he plucks the appropriate number of cranberries from the water and places
them on the plate. He continues with each remaining plate. Be sure to remove the cranberries for safekeeping after
center time.
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Wagon Exploration
Discovery Center: investigating living things, developing the sense of touch
Go on a nature walk with your little ones and bring a wagon. Prompt students to place items they find—such as
pinecones, twigs, rocks, and leaves—in the wagon. When you return to the classroom, place the wagon at a center
and provide magnifying glasses and tweezers. Encourage students to use the tools to investigate the wagon full of
items!
Dawn Mitten
Cumberland County Early Learning Center
Carlisle, PA

Halloween Search
Halloween Center: following directions, reinforcing seasonal symbols
Gather simple Halloween-related items, such as a plastic spider, a mini pumpkin, a plastic bat, a bundle of fake
cobwebs, a mask, and a plastic rat. Take a photo of the items and attach it to a clipboard. Then place the items
around the room. A child searches for the items, using the photo as a reference.
Christine Vohs
College Church Preschool
Olathe, KS

Craft Stick Pick Up
Fine-Motor Center: matching colors, developing fine-motor skills
Gather colorful craft sticks and slips of paper in corresponding colors. Place the slips in a bag. To begin, a child
holds the bunch of craft sticks over the floor and then drops them. Next, a classmate chooses a slip from the bag
and identifies the color. Then she carefully picks up a stick of the same color without moving any other sticks.
Youngsters continue taking turns choosing slips of paper and picking up matching sticks.
Betty Silkunas
Fernandina Beach, FL

Perfect Piece of Pumpkin Pie!
Worksheet: letter sound /p/, developing fine-motor skills
Give each child a copy of this page and have her say the words pig, pumpkin, and pie, noticing that all the words
begin with /p/. Next, have her color the page, cut out the pie card, and then glue it to the plate.

Perfect Piece of Pumpkin Pie!
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Note to the teacher: Give each child a copy of this page and have her say the words pig, pumpkin, and pie, noticing that all the words
begin with /p/. Next, have her color the page, cut out the pie card, and then glue it to the plate.

Monthly Math
Math Idea: one-to-one correspondence, counting
Assess one-to-one correspondence and counting abilities with monthly themed assessments! For the month of
October, give each child a copy of the web pattern and bug stickers. Have her count to five as she attaches bug
stickers to the spiderweb. Write any notes on the back of the project and place it in her portfolio. Later in the year,
have students count to ten for the assessments.
Other monthly options: November—paper-punched leaves on a tree drawing; December—star stickers on black
paper; January—snowflake stickers on blue paper; February—heart stickers on a heart cutout; March—gold circle
cutouts on a black pot cutout; April—jelly bean stickers on a basket cutout; May—flower stickers on green
construction paper
Sue Fleischmann
Sussex, WI
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One-Paper Assessment
Assessment Idea: writing one's name, gluing, cutting
You can assess several skills with this one paper! Make a copy of the provided page for each child. Fold each paper
where indicated. Have each child write her name on the flap. Next, have her show the proper way to use a gluestick
as she glues the flap down. Then observe her as she holds scissors and cuts along each line up to the dot. What a
simple way to assess name-writing, gluing, and scissor skills!
Trudy Naddy
Olive Ranch School
Granite Bay, CA

fold line
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GLUE

Glue here.

Fill the Folder
Assessment Idea: drawing a person, handwriting, cutting, coloring
This assessment collection also makes a great keepsake! Get a class supply of paper folders with fasteners and
program each folder with a different child’s name. In each folder, attach a sheet protector for each month in the
school year. Each month, have each student do a person drawing and samples of her handwriting, cutting, and
coloring. Place the items in a page protector and then use a permanent marker to label the protector with the date.
Continue for each remaining month.
Tracy Henderson
Brook Hollow Weekday Program
Nashville, TN

Who Lives Here?
Idea: learning one's address
To review youngsters’ addresses, write each child’s address on a separate envelope. Place the envelopes in a tote
bag. Pretend to be a mail carrier. Take an envelope from the bag, show it to students, and ask, “Who lives at
[address]?” Have the child who lives at that address raise his hand and then deliver the envelope to him. Continue
until all the envelopes have been delivered.
Hollie Parker
First Presbyterian Preschool
Dunedin, FL

Falling Leaves
Literacy Idea: recognizing one's own name
Personalize a leaf cutout for each child and place the leaves on a parachute (or bedsheet). Gather youngsters
around the parachute. As you lead them in singing the song shown, have students lift the parachute to toss the
leaves. At the end of the song, encourage each child to find her leaf.
(sung to the tune of “London Bridge”)
All the leaves are falling down,
Falling down, falling down.
All the leaves are falling down
To the ground.
Look around and find your leaf,
Find your leaf, find your leaf.
Look around and find your leaf
On the ground.
Katie Backhaus
Kensington School
Lagrange, IL

Falling Leaves

(sung to the tune of “London Bridge”)
All the leaves are falling down,
Falling down, falling down.
All the leaves are falling down
To the ground.
Look around and find your leaf,
Find your leaf, find your leaf.
Look around and find your leaf
On the ground.
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Falling Leaves

(sung to the tune of “London Bridge”)
All the leaves are falling down,
Falling down, falling down.
All the leaves are falling down
To the ground.
Look around and find your leaf,
Find your leaf, find your leaf.
Look around and find your leaf
On the ground.
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How Many Eyes?
Halloween Idea: counting, comparing sets
Draw two silly monsters on the board, varying the number of body parts on each monster. Name a body part and
lead youngsters in counting and comparing to determine which monster has more of that part. Continue in the same
manner with different body parts.
Amy Brinton
Garden Heights Preschool
Madison, WI

Who's At the Door?
Halloween Song
This giggle-inducing Halloween ditty is sure to delight little ones. Cut apart a copy of the picture cards and place
them in a plastic pumpkin. Sing the first verse of the song below. Then invite a child to take a card from the pumpkin
and show it to the group. Lead students in singing the second verse, inserting the appropriate picture name, and
encourage them to knock on a hard surface when indicated. Continue with each remaining card.
(sung to the tune of “Ten Little Indians”)
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Who will you see at your door?
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
That’s who you see at your door!
Colleen Dabney
Williamsburg, VA
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Who’s at the Door?

(sung to the tune of “Ten Little Indians”)
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
Who will you see at your door?
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
That’s who you see at your door!
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(sung to the tune of “Ten Little Indians”)
Halloween, Halloween—who will come a-knocking?
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Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
Knock, knock, knock—it’s a [picture name] that’s a-knocking.
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Jelly in the Bowl
Idea: gross-motor skills
Get little ones up and wiggling with a delightful gross-motor activity! Have students stand in a circle. Then lead them
in singing the song as they jiggle like jelly. Next, have the boys stand in the center of the circle and jiggle as you sing
the song again, replacing the word jelly with boys. Then direct the boys and girls to switch places and repeat the
song. If desired, continue singing verses using colors of clothing, substituting the color word for the word jelly.
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Jelly in the bowl,
Jelly in the bowl.
Wiggle, woggle,
Wiggle, woggle.
Jelly in the bowl.
Betty Silkunas
Fernandina Beach, FL

Jelly in the Bowl
(sung to the tune of
“The Farmer in the Dell”)
Jelly in the bowl,
Jelly in the bowl.
Wiggle, woggle,
Wiggle, woggle.
Jelly in the bowl.
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Jelly in the Bowl
(sung to the tune of
“The Farmer in the Dell”)
Jelly in the bowl,
Jelly in the bowl.
Wiggle, woggle,
Wiggle, woggle.
Jelly in the bowl.
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Turkey Feathers
Thanksgiving Idea: participating in a rhyme
Youngsters are sure to enjoy this Thanksgiving-themed version of “Who Stole the Cookie From the Cookie Jar?”
Place colorful craft feathers around a simple turkey cutout. Then invite each child to take a feather from the turkey’s
tail and hide it behind her back. Lead youngsters in saying the call-and-response chant shown until each child has
been named. At the end, prompt everyone to reveal their feathers and toss them in the air as they say, “We all took
the feathers from the turkey’s tail!”
Class: Who took a feather from the turkey’s tail?
Teacher: [Ella] took a feather from the turkey’s tail.
[Ella]: Who, me?
Teacher: Yes, you.
[Ella]: Couldn’t be!
Class: Then who?
Kathleen Reynolds
Middlebury, VT

What Did She Eat?
Literacy Idea: letter-sound associations
After a read-aloud of the story, cut out two copies of the old lady pattern and attach a resealable plastic bag to each
lady’s belly. Write a different letter on each bag. Then display the ladies in your room. Send letters home to
youngsters’ families requesting that they send in pictures from magazines or the Internet with names that begin with
the letters. Help youngsters place the pictures in the appropriate bags. After a few days, gather youngsters around
and say, “Let’s see what the [letter name] lady has eaten.” Remove each picture; then have students name it and
determine if it begins with the correct sound.
Marcell Gibison
Ephrata Church of the Brethren Children’s Center
Ephrata, PA
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Rhyme Time
Literacy Game: rhyming
Get a plastic fly (or a black pom-pom). Have students sit in a circle and give one child the fly. Have youngsters pass
the fly around the circle as you say the couplet shown. When the couplet is finished, help the child with the fly name
a word that rhymes with fly (accept nonsense words). Then repeat the game, reciting the couplet again, but
replacing the word fly with the word suggested by the child.
There was an old lady who swallowed a [fly].
I don’t know why. Perhaps she’ll die.

Old Lady Art
Idea: recalling story details, expressing oneself through art
Before You Read: Fold a sheet of skin-tone paper in half for each child. Then cut a shape from the paper similar to
the one shown. To begin, show her the book cover and read the title. Then ask, “What else do you think the old lady
ate?” After a brief discussion, have her unfold the cutout and glue it to a sheet of paper. (If desired, add a nose and
glasses.) Then have her glue eye cutouts or jumbo wiggle eyes to the project. Have her pull cotton balls and glue
them, as shown, so they resemble hair.
After You Read: Have little ones recall what the little old lady ate in the story and have each child draw
corresponding pictures in the old lady’s mouth.
Colleen Dabney
Williamsburg, VA

Marvelous Motions
Reading Idea: participating in an interactive read-aloud
Now that youngsters are comfortable with the book text, have them help you come up with a motion for each critter
mentioned. For example, for the fly, students could clap their hands together as if trying to slap a fly; for the spider,
youngsters could wiggle their fingers; and for the bird, students could flap their arms. Then reread the story or sing
the traditional song, prompting little ones to add in the motion for each??critter!

Time For Questions!
Reading Idea: answer questions about key details
What questions could you ask your students after a read-aloud of There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly?
Here are some ideas!
What was the smallest thing the old lady swallowed?
What was the biggest thing the old lady swallowed?
Is this story make-believe or real? Why do you think so?
Why do you think the woman swallowed all those critters?
Do you like this story? Why or why not?
Rebecca Tuggle Landreth
Erdenheim Elementary
Flourtown, PA

The Little Leaf
Leaf Chant
This little fall leaf goes from the tree to the ground! Have a child color and cut out a copy of a leaf pattern.
Then have her use it as a prop during a performance of this chant!
The little fall leaf stays on the tree (Hold the leaf in the air.)
Until the wind comes round. (Flutter the leaf.)
The leaf sails right. (Flutter the leaf right.)
The leaf sails left. (Flutter the leaf left.)
Then it tumbles to the ground! (Release the leaf.)
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

Leaf Patterns
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The Little Leaf

The little fall leaf stays on the tree
Until the wind comes round.
The leaf sails right,
The leaf sails left,
Then it tumbles to the ground!

Hold the leaf in the air.
Flutter the leaf.
Flutter the leaf right.
Flutter the leaf left.
Release the leaf.
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The Little Leaf

The little fall leaf stays on the tree
Until the wind comes round.
The leaf sails right,
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Fall Sounds!
Fall Song
What might your youngsters hear in the fall? Have them sing this little song to find out!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot]!
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot]!
Let’s make sounds, one and all,
That we might hear in the fall!
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot]!
Continue with the following:
whoosh like the wind; Whoosh, whoosh
crunch like the leaves; Crunch, crunch
flap like the bats; Flap, flap
boo like the monsters; Boo, boo
gobble like the turkeys; Gobble, gobble
Bonnie C. Krum
St. Matthew’s Early Education Center
Bowie, MD

Fall Sounds!

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot!]
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot!]
Let’s make sounds, one and all,
That we might hear in the fall!
Can you [hoot like the owls] just like me? [Hoot, hoot!]
Continue with the following: whoosh like the wind,
Whoosh, whoosh; crunch like the leaves, Crunch, crunch;
flap like the bats, Flap, flap; boo like the monsters, Boo, boo;
gobble like the turkeys, Gobble, gobble
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Halloween Is in the Fall
Halloween Song
Sing this song to help little ones remember the season in which Halloween falls!
(sung to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)
Halloween is in the fall.
Cool winds blow, and corn is tall.
Pumpkins grin and shine so bright,
Trick-or-treaters out at night,
Caramel apples, fun for all!
Halloween is in the fall.
Jacqueline Schiff
Moline, IL

Halloween Is in the Fall
(sung to the tune of
“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)

Halloween is in the fall.
Cool winds blow, and corn is tall.
Pumpkins grin and shine so bright,
Trick-or-treaters out at night,
Caramel apples, fun for all!
Halloween is in the fall.
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Pumpkin, Pumpkin
Pumpkin Action Rhyme
Get the wiggles out with this fun action chant!
Pumpkin, pumpkin, seed in the ground. (Touch the floor.)
Pumpkin, pumpkin, big and round. (Hold arms in a big circle.)
Pumpkin, pumpkin, stretch your vine. (Stretch arms outward.)
Pumpkin, pumpkin, you look fine! (Pose with one hand on hip, other hand on side of head.)
Pumpkin, pumpkin, I can’t lie— (Shake head.)
Pumpkin, pumpkin, you’ll make a great pie! (Rub tummy.)
Lola Anderson
Canby Head Start
Canby, MN

The Pumpkin Chant
Pumpkin, pumpkin, seed in the ground.
Pumpkin, pumpkin, big and round.
Pumpkin, pumpkin, stretch your vine.
Pumpkin, pumpkin, you look fine!
		
Pumpkin, pumpkin, I can’t lie—
Pumpkin, pumpkin, you’ll make a great pie!

Touch the floor.
Hold arms in a big circle.
Stretch arms outward.
Pose with one hand on hip,
other hand on side of head.
Shake head.
Rub tummy.
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Thanksgiving Action
Thanksgiving Action Rhyme
You’ll hear plenty of giggles when little ones perform this action rhyme!
Do the strut—do the turkey strut! (Strut like a turkey.)
Do the mash—do the potato mash! (Clap hands with palms facing up and down.)
Do the slide—do the corncob slide! (Pretend to eat corn on the cob.)
Do the wavy—do the wavy gravy! (Move like a wave with arms overhead.)
Do the roll—do the dinner roll! (Roll arms.)
Do the jiggle—do the gelatin jiggle! (Jiggle your whole body.)
Put them all together, and what do you get? (Throw arms out to sides.)
Thanksgiving dinner! (Jump up and down.)
Pat Karpinski
Ebenezer Preschool
Newark, DE

Thanksgiving Action!
Do the strut—
Do the turkey strut!
Do the mash—
Do the potato mash!
Do the slide—
Do the corncob slide!
Do the wavy—
Do the wavy gravy!
Do the roll—
Do the dinner roll!
Do the jiggle—
Do the gelatin jiggle!
Put them all together,
And what do you get?
Thanksgiving dinner!

Strut like a turkey.
Clap hands with palms facing up and down.
Pretend to eat corn on the cob.
Move like a wave with arms overhead.
Roll arms.
Jiggle your whole body.
Throw arms out to sides.
Jump up and down.
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I Am Thankful
Thanksgiving Poem
Remind youngsters of the many things to be thankful for with this poem.
I am so thankful for all that I see: (Point to self and then to eye.)
The birds in the sky, (Flap arms.)
The leaves on the tree, (Arms up; wiggle fingers.)
The flowers to smell, (Cup hands like a tulip and sniff.)
And food that I eat, (Rub tummy.)
The home that I have, (Form arms like a roof.)
The sun and its heat. (Round arms.)
I’m thankful for lots— (Hold out arms.)
These are just a few— (Hold finger and thumb close together.)
But mostly, I’m thankful for friends like you! (Shake finger; then point at a classmate.)
Barb Stefaniuk
Kerrobert Tiny Tots Playschool
Kerrobert, Saskatchewan, Canada

I Am Thankful
I am so thankful for all that I see:
The birds in the sky,
The leaves on the tree,
The flowers to smell,
And food that I eat,
The home that I have,
The sun and its heat.
I’m thankful for lots—
These are just a few—
But mostly, I’m thankful
For friends like you!

Point to self and then to eye.
Flap arms.
Arms up; wiggle fingers.
Cup hands like a tulip and sniff.
Rub tummy.
Form arms like a roof.
Round arms.
Hold out arms.
Hold finger and thumb close together.
Shake finger; then point at a classmate.
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What Do You See?
Halloween Idea: making a class book
My little ones wear Halloween costumes to school for our fall celebration. I take a photo of each child. Then I put the
photos in an inexpensive photo album and caption them in the style of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
by Bill Martin Jr. and Eric Carle. After reading the book to my youngsters, I place it in the reading center.
Kathy Henson
First United Methodist Church Preschool
Warrensburg, MO

Shape Trains
Math Idea: shapes
I use these trains for fine-motor practice and a shape review! I give each child a long tagboard strip, several address
labels, and colorful sticky dots. I help a child cut one of the address labels to make a rectangle and a square. Then I
encourage him to attach the labels and dots to make a train as shown. When he’s finished, I prompt him to identify
the shapes.
Cindy Hoying,
Centerville, OH

Turkey Treats
Thanksgiving Idea
Before Thanksgiving Day, I have each child make Gobbler Goodie Bags for the wild turkeys in our area. A child puts
one scoop each of millet, cracked corn, and soybeans in a resealable plastic bag. After sealing the bag, he attaches
a copy of the poem to it. Then I send home the child’s bag and a copy of the note encouraging his family to help him
spread the contents of the Gobbler Goodie Bag in a wooded or open field so the wild turkeys can enjoy a tasty treat.
Carrie Newell
Palco Enhancement Preschool
Palco, KS

Turkey Treats

Turkey Treats

I saw a little turkey
Standing by the tree.
It gobbled, and it wobbled.
Then it ran away from me!
Oh, turkey, turkey, turkey,
Please come out and play!
I promise not to eat you
On Thanksgiving Day!

I saw a little turkey
Standing by the tree.
It gobbled, and it wobbled.
Then it ran away from me!
Oh, turkey, turkey, turkey,
Please come out and play!
I promise not to eat you
On Thanksgiving Day!
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Dear Family,
This week, your youngster made a turkey feed
mixture to take home. Help your little one scatter the
feed on the ground. Hopefully the feed will bring wild
turkeys and other birds to your yard for a quick snack.
What a perfect pre–Thanksgiving Day activity!
		

All the best!

		

____________________________
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Cornmeal Play Dough
Fall Idea
During the fall, my youngsters enjoy using this unique textured dough. I mix together 1½ cups of flour, 1½ cups of
cornmeal, 1 cup of salt, and 1 cup of water. Add more water and flour, if desired, to reach an appealing consistency.
Store the dough in an airtight container in the refrigerator when you’re not using it.
Tina Rabas
St. Mary’s Day Care
Green Bay, WI

